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After almost four years of successful project activities, and in accordance with the MoMoWo mission, the
International Conference | Women’s Creativity since the Modern Movement (1918-2018): Toward a New Perception
and Reception continues to increase the visibility of creative women, to foster in Europe and beyond interdisciplinary
and multicultural approaches to the study of the built environment "from the spoon to the city", and to facilitate the
exchange of research results and professional practices in the fields of architecture, civil engineering and design.
Though the scope of the project is European, the scholarly and professionals communities are invited to submit
papers related not only to Europe’s geographical framework but also its transcontinental aspects.
The main purpose of the MoMoWo Symposium is to map the general state of research about tangible and intangible
cultural heritage created by women in 100 years, in order to give a new impetus to broaden studies in Europe and
beyond.
MoMoWo’s Scientific Committee defined seven main topics in order to achieve a thematic balance able to provide an
extensive oversight of the academic researches and professional experiences.

MoMoWo welcomes papers extending from 1918 to the present time, and touching a variety of disciplines and
approaches concerning the perception and reception of women’s creativity, including history of professions, history
and theory of architecture and design, historiography, landscape and urban planning, protection and conservation of
architecture and interior design.
We call scholars and professionals –men and women– to broaden MoMoWo knowledge and critical discussion
through various historical and political contexts in a comparative perspective.
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This topic includes national and transnational studies, comparative analyses and papers exploring critical
perspectives dealing with women’s education and training from pioneers to the present generations of women
architects, industrial and interior designers, civil engineers and landscape architects. What access did female
students have to schools of architecture, design and civil engineering in the past and how did this change
throughout the years – if at all? What were the obstacles they faced/face? How were/are women professionals
included in the educational processes and how were/are they represented in the academia? What was/is their
involvement in establishing new fields of studies such as landscape architecture?
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How did tangible and intangible cultural heritage created by women gain recognition from 1918 to 2018? This topic
wishes to explore two main issues. The first issue deals with protection, conservation, restoration and enhancement
of the architectural and interior-design heritage designed by women, with a special interest for the Modern
Movement. The second issue explores the role of women theorists and professionals in the above-mentioned fields
and how they changed and still are changing theories and practices of 20th and 21st centuries.
We welcome papers on women theorists and professionals dealing with architecture and design heritage and legacy,
such as curators, preservationists, restorers, historians… with a focus on their experience and insight into the
institutional structures of their time and region.

This topic aims to go more deeply into the process of creating associations of women architects, industrial
designers and civil engineers in Europe. The creation of these associations emerged in the United States in 1922,
and only since 1942 took place in Europe through pioneering countries like Finland and Italy. The creation of these
associations favoured the visibility of these women’s work. This topic will also include the incorporation of
professional women into all types of social media, professional networks and magazines in which they do not only
promote their work and careers but also occupy management positions.

This topic focuses on the role of women as main consumers of cultural tourism in the European cities context and in
the field of tangible cultural heritage, as modern and contemporary architecture, design and other related issues. The
analysis will debate on European countries including whether there are differences in consumption patterns of
cultural heritage between women and men, and if there are consistent quantitative differences between the two
markets of reference. Whenever applicable, specific analysis will be conducted on those cultural assets created by
women, which have also been featured on the “MoMoWo Women Architecture & Design Itineraries across Europe”.
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This topic aims to highlight an advanced approach among the interrelations between the professional attainments of
women architects, civil engineers, industrial and interior designers, through competitions, prizes and patents,
awarded or created by them. This topic also seeks to explore how memory plays a key role in cultural recognition
and the importance of striving to map these professional ‘geographies’, from elite prizes dominated by men to the
erasure of women creators.

Sustainability and recycling are among the most urgent issues on the agenda of architecture and design today.
Utopians, designers and theorists challenge overconsumption and advocate ‘green living’, ‘green interiors’,
ecological design, cradle-to-cradle production approaches, recycling of waste, energy low environments for living,
facades and roofs with plants and mosses, bio-bricks or reused materials from demolished buildings. How do
women designers, architects and engineers respond to such developments? This topic invites contributors to inform
the audience on current practices as well as historical examples.
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This topic focuses on methodology and sources for gender studies and their reverberation in contemporary
historiography. Are there archives dedicated to women’s works? What was/is the role of women architects,
designers and engineers in project groups, and the traces left in archives? What kind of tasks they were/are in charge
of, what was/is their hierarchical position within the group, what kind of interrelationship with male co-workers they
had/have, what kind of professional strategies they used/use to obtain leading positions? A specific matter could be
the relationship led in the cooperation between relatives.

This sub-topic aims to explore the role of drawing in the design process of women designers, from two points of
view. The first one focuses on collections of drawings and plastic models made by the designers. They could be
studied using the tools of graphical analysis as well as the digital survey. The second one focuses on collections of
digital reconstructive models that could be analysed by comparisons between different designers as well as different
architectural trends or national schools. Methodologies and techniques aimed to realise interactive web repositories
of these collections could also be included.
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